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3 D Explorer Dinosaurs A Journey Through The Prehistoric World
Food, candy, toys, clothing, shoes, houses, cars, prosthetics...you name it, 3D printing can make it all! Learn about 3D printing technologies
and materials, intellectual property challenges, environmental concerns, and much more.
The ideal textbook for non-science majors, this lively and engaging introduction encourages students to ask questions, assess data critically
and think like a scientist. Building on the success of previous editions, Dinosaurs has been thoroughly updated to include new discoveries in
the field, such as the toothed bird specimens found in China and recent discoveries of dinosaur soft anatomy. Illustrations by leading
paleontological illustrator John Sibbick and new, carefully-chosen photographs, clearly show how dinosaurs looked, lived and their role in
Earth history. Making science accessible and relevant through clear explanations and extensive illustrations, the text guides students through
the dinosaur groups, emphasizing scientific concepts rather than presenting endless facts. Grounded in the common language of modern
evolutionary biology – phylogenetic systematics – students learn to think about dinosaurs the way that professional paleontologists do.
Grab your jumbo popcorn—you're invited to the premiere of a 3-D movie, all about those three dimensions! Trusted math picture book duo
David A. Adler and Ed Miller tackle the differences between two- and three-dimensional objects in their signature bright and kid-friendly way.
Explaining length, width, and height-- and all the different ways we represent those figures-- Adler shows how changing the dimensions of an
object affects its size. . . . with some help from a cast of funny, friendly movie monsters. Explaining key vocabulary in simple text and offering
numerous concrete examples and sample math problems with included solutions, Perimeter, Area, and Volume is a perfect introduction to
two- and three-dimensional geometry. The star-studded cast of monsters will help you calculate the perimeter of the set, the area of the
movie screen, and the volume of your box of popcorn. Learning about dimensions has never been so entertaining!
Rule the ocean in this shark-tastic sticker and activity book from National Geographic Kids! Tthis super engaging activity book is packed with
mazes, spelling and pattern games, drawing activities, shark facts, and more. Shark-crazy kids are sure to love these pages loaded with fun,
learning as the go!
Come face-to-face with the world’s most fierce creatures! Take a spectacular 3-D tour through the fascinating world of predators. Discover
how the animals use their bodies and senses to catch and kill prey on land, beneath the waves, and in the skies. Learn about the “mouthy”
clouded leopard, or the stalking habits of the tarsier. Think you’re safe on the ground from sky hunters? Think again; they might surprise you.
And find out how the world’s longest snake grabs its victim with--well, you’ll just have to read about it. * This unique book includes five
incredible pop-up scenes with see-through layers and illustrated with a rich diversity of habitats and predators, including a frozen forest in the
northern half of Asia; the Kalahari, a dry, sandy semidesert in southwest Africa; and the warm waters of the Coral Sea off the northeast coast
of Australia * Packed with engrossing facts and dazzling pop-ups, this is the ultimate guide to the world’s most remarkable predators. From
the scorching desert to the frozen taiga, and from deep below the sea to high in the sky, 3-D Explorer: Predators offers a unique learning
experience as you meet fierce creatures face-to-face.
BugsAn Expedition Through the UndergrowthSilver Dolphin Books
Get ready to roar with this updated edition of DK's beloved Big Book of Dinosaurs Dinosaurs fascinate young children, and this colorful
catalog of those mysterious creatures from the past will keep even toddlers entertained for hours. Children will love spotting and learning to
name all the different dinosaurs--from the fierce, meat-eating Tyrannosaurus and the long-necked, plant-eating Diplodocus to the armorplated Stegosaurus and the tiny, hen-sized Compsognathus.
Dig into the world of dinosaurs--meet the meat-eating carnivores! Did you know a Tyrannosaurus rex had an infectious bite? Or that the
Guanlong could regrow its teeth like sharks do today? Dinosaurs were some of the most fascinating animals to ever walk the Earth--and
some of the coolest dinos around were meat-eaters! From the massively long and tall Spinosaurus to the five-fingered, night-hunting
Eoraptor, Dinosaurs! My First Book About Carnivores gets up close and personal with the clawed carnivores of the Mesozoic Era. Packed
with amazing dinosaur facts and awesome illustrations, this book will uncover everything there is to know about these prehistoric predators.
Dinosaurs! My First Book About Carnivores includes: Paleontology profiles--Explore the exciting lives of 30 fierce carnivores with easy-tofollow profiles featuring their sizes, where they lived, their favorite foods, and more! Colorful carnivores--Full-color illustrations of these smart
predators in their natural habitats take you back millions of years to the age of the dinosaurs. Dino-mite facts--Did you know a Utahraptor is
the official dinosaur of Utah? Dozens of interesting facts show what made these carnivores unique and how their features helped them hunt
for prey. Set your time machine to the Mesozoic Era and walk alongside the carnivores with Dinosaurs!
From a very young age, Sue Hendrickson was meant to find things: lost coins, perfume bottles, even hidden treasure. Her endless curiosity
eventually led to her career in diving and paleontology, where she would continue to find things big and small. In 1990, at a dig in South
Dakota, Sue made her biggest discovery to date: Sue the T. rex, the largest and most complete T. rex skeleton ever unearthed. Named in
Sue’s honor, Sue the T. rex would be placed on permanent exhibition at the Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago. When Sue Found
Sue inspires readers to take a closer look at the world around them and to never lose their brave, adventurous spirits.
Illustrated with fantastic artwork, this book is packed with need-to-know facts about dinosaurs. Learn all about dinosaur habits such as
feeding, packs, battles and behaviour. Plus, Dino Guide provides important details for the most common dinosaurs of every period.Fantastic
artwork and fossil photographs.WOW! facts, written and checked by experts.Factfile for each dinosaur, including pronunciation, weight, length
and diet.
Peek inside a dinosaur egg, discover what dinosaurs really ate, and learn how dinosaur tracks are made - all in this awesomely illustrated
book! Dinosaurs for Kids shares the unique world of dinosaurs and their true history like never before as you: meet the most unusual
creatures to ever walk the earth, stalk the seas, or soar across the sky! discover how dinosaur bonebeds are made, and other kinds of fossils
beyond just bones! learn the truth behind museum exhibits and flawed evolutionary timelines! Within these pages kids will uncover the facts
about dinosaur history from the Creation to recent discoveries. Let Ken Ham take you on a journey through time to explore these awesome
wonders of God's design. From where dinosaurs lived to what scientists assume they know about these great creatures, dinosaurs have
never been this exciting, revealing and simply amazing! The 7 Fs of dinosaur history: formed, fearless, fallen, flood, faded, found, fiction.
A pop-up guide dives into rock pools, kelp forests, coral reefs, and other aqueous locales to present the various ocean zones and the plants
and animals that live in them.
Caillou, like all children, needs to feel loved by his mother. But as a four-year-old, Caillou also has to discover the world around him. Caillou
imitates the love he feels from his mother by reciting to his precious teddy bear a loving little verse his mother says to him all the time.
This fascinating 3-D presentation provides the reader with an in-depth, hands-on exploration of an awe-inspiring T. rex. In Uncover a T.Rex, a
fascinating three-dimensional presentation allows in-depth, hands-on exploration of the most fearsome dinosaur that ever prowled the earth.
This unique “model” can be deconstructed and rebuilt layer by layer, system by system, just by turning the page, so the reader can see how
each part of the T. rex’s body is connected to the others. By combining a 3-D model with informative text and pictures, Uncover a T.Rex
helps children understand how dinosaurs of all shapes and sizes ruled the prehistoric world for millions of years.
Explore prehistoric forests, swamps and woodland in First Explorers: Dinosaur World. Meet Velociraptors, Triceratops and the fierce
Tyrannosauris tex, as well as lots of other amazing creatures who lived in the ancient world.Each scene has chunky push, pull and slide
mechanisms, animals to spot and fun facts about dinosaurs. Beautifully illustrated by Chorkung, this title has gentle learning and is a magical
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introduction to dinosaurs.Also available: Night Animals, Sea Creatures, In the Jungle
Examines insect anatomy and behaviors, in a text that features pop-up scenes providing depictions of the insect world.
Unfold the fascinating world of dinosaurs on a six-foot-long timeline.
Children whose parents no longer live together discover that although much has changed, and time spent with Mom is different than time
spent with Dad, love is there no matter what.

Dive in! Explore the secrets of the world’s oceans—from the familiar shoreline to the strange abyss of the murky
depths—in this amazing guide featuring five eye-popping 3-D scenes. Did you know that an estimated 80 percent of all life
on Earth is found in the ocean? Now kids can dive in and discover all of the amazing secrets of the world’s oceans in
3-D Explorer: Oceans. In this multidimensional book, readers will learn more about the familiar plants and animals of the
shoreline and rock pools and uncover the mysteries lurking in the ocean’s midnight zone and murky depths. Five
spectacular 3-D pop-up panoramas feature clever transparent layers, revealing each ocean zone from the surface to the
sea floor. Future marine biologists will be mesmerized by the amazing photos, facts, and artwork.
Jurassic World is the long-awaited next installment of the groundbreaking Jurassic Park series. T. rex’s, velociraptors,
triceratops—as well as some all-new dinosaurs—will roar across the screen in this epic action-adventure directed by Colin
Trevorrow starring Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas Howard, Ty Simpkins and Nick Robinson! Girls and boys ages 3 to 7 will dig
into this full-color storybook featuring the awesome dinosaurs from the movie.
Can you spot the red dinosaur nibbling plants with its beak? Or the green meat-eater with hungry teeth? Created in
collaboration with the American Museum of Natural History, this fun board book features peek-a-boo holes that show a
patch of the hidden dinosaurs; lift the flaps to see the colorful creatures in their eye-catching habitats. Each spread
highlights simple facts about the animals, giving kids a fun guessing game to play.
See prehistoric predators of all sizes come to life with Dino World, the trifold pop-up book! Experience dinosaurs like
you’ve never seen them before with innovative paper crafting that breathes new life into prehistoric scenes. The
extraordinary artwork of paleoartist Julius Csotonyi leaps off the page for a stunning experience like no other. Featuring
cool facts about each dinosaur, including the massive T. rex and crafty raptors, as well as eye-catching lifelike scenes,
learning about prehistory has never been this fun. Dinosaur lovers of all ages will adore this book!
Children can take a spectacular 3-D journey into the African wilderness with five incredible pop-up scenes that provide an
in-depth look at the landscapes and animals of this fascinating continent.
(back cover) Travel back more than 65 million years with this "Explorer's Guide " to meet the most ferocious of all
prehistoric beasts-- the Tyrannosaurus Rex! Inside this pack you'll find an awesome T-Rex model to build, plus a
24-page book jam-packed with loads of fearsome facts and fun activities for every intrepid young explorer! (labels on
picture) Background scene included T-Rex model 9 2/5" (H) X 15 3/4" (L) ATTENTION NO GLUE OR TOOLS NEEDED!
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. Not for children under 3 years
Discusses the history of Earth, its structure, the way its crust moves due to plate tectonics, how water shapes the
landscape, extreme weather, and the biomes it contains.
Unlike an encyclopedia, a data book or even a learned exposition, this book is designed to be read from start to finish as
the developing story of a remarkable group of animals. It is an ideal introduction to dinosaurs for the older child or adult.
Go back in time to when dinosaurs roamed the Earth and—through the magic of the latest paper engineering—explore a
series of four stunning 3-D scenes showcasing the latest ideas about how dinosaurs lived. Each multilevel pop-up is
packed with amazing details for kids to spot, and each scene is backed up by a series of spreads that are packed with
essential information and fascinating facts on a wide variety of prehistoric topics. Whether it’s uncovering a dinosaur
nest, meeting the terrifying Tyrannosaurus Rex, travelling through murky swamps to find the dinosaurs that lived there, or
learning how paleontologists work today, 3D Theater: Dinosaurs - by Kathryn Jewitt, illustrated by Fiametta Dogi - will
capture the imagination of the whole family.
A brief introduction to the many creatures that roamed the earth, air, and sea more than 65 million years ago.
Pictures and brief text introduce the characteristics of various dinosaurs.
Roll up, roll up! The Dinosaur Awards are about to begin—and you’re invited! Who will win the Terrifying Toes Award? Who will be crowned
the Lizard King? And who will take home the Loudest Trumpeter Award? Celebrate the prehistoric past with 50 dynamic dinosaurs. Readers
can learn all about the dinosaurs’ features, diet, and habits as well as discover what makes each one so prize-worthy—and there are 10
comic strips to enjoy, too. With easy-to-understand, humorous text by Barbara Taylor and joyful illustrations from cartoonist Stephen Collins,
this is the perfect book for dinosaur-loving kids everywhere. There are pronunciation guides, time periods, and vital statistics for each
dinosaur, as well as an index to peruse. Featuring: Velociraptor • Tsintaosaurus • Pegomastax • Caudipteryx • Mamenchisaurus •
Argentinosaurus • Spinosaurus • Titanceratops • Gigantoraptor • Tyrannosaurus Rex • Compsognathus • Carcharodontosaurus •
Yutyrannus • Euoplocephalus • Majungasaurus • Coelophysis • Gigantosaurus • Utahraptor • Triceratops • Hypsilophodon • Archaeopteryx
• Deinonychus • Maiasaura • Ankylosaurus • Pinacosaurus • Sauropelta • Gastonia • Pachyrhinosaurus • Sichomimus • Sauroposeidon •
Pachycephalosaurus • Stegosaurus • Parasaurolophus • Kamuysaurus • Lambeosaurus • Corythosaurus • Troodon • Sciurimimus •
Gallimimus • Therizinosaurus • Ouranosaurus • Avimimus • Sinosauropteryx • Mircroraptor • Anchiornis • Diplodocus • Oviraptor •
Dromaeosaurus • Cryolophosaurus
Fantastic creative play pack for children with a story board book and 15 sturdy cardboard pieces in a plastic clamshell.The pieces can be
used to fit into the spaces in the book or for imaginative play.Puzzles pieces to play with and fit into the big board book encouraging hand eye
coordination and problem solving skills.
Blast off for a spectacular 3-D tour of the solar system--from the infernal surface of the sun to the deepest, darkest reaches of space. Filled
with engaging text, dazzling images, and diagrams throughout, 3-D Explorer: Solar System features five out-of-this-world pop-up scenes with
cool metallic effects that really bring the secrets of space to life. This new title in the popular 3-D Explorer series is a kid's ultimate guide to
the mysteries of space. Young astronomers will explore each of the solar system's regions in detail, discover the planets, comets and
asteroids, experience the historic Apollo 11 lunar landing, hitch a ride on the International Space Station, and even traverse the dusty red
surface of Mars. No rocket or space suits are needed to embark on this educational, entertaining mission!
Provides a guide to every aspect of the universe, including information on the anatomy of a supernova, the inner workings of a comet, and
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the surface terrain of Mars.
Take a walk on the Prehistoric side with Dinosaurs 3D. Brought to you by the editors of TIME For Kids magazine, this book of stunning 3D
images shows dinosaurs as you've never seen them. From plant eaters to armored dinosaurs, the creatures seem to leap, crawl, stomp, and
stampede off the pages and into your living room. The 3D photos are so eye-poppingly real, you'll think you've gone back in time! The book is
packed with state-of-the art CGI artwork. No other dinosaur book comes close to delivering the impact of Dinosaurs 3D. Dinosaur lovers
young and old will thrill to this marvelous 3D menagerie and the surprising and little-known facts and information about each creature and
how they compare to today's animals! There are 2 pairs of glasses included in each book so you can invite a friend to come along on your
adventure!
Dinosaurs Activity Books For Kids Is a Collection Of Coloring Activity Pages For Kids, Children Will Love Spending Time Coloring The
Different Styles Of Dinosaurs. You Can Print Them As Many Times This Coloring Book Page Has The Difficult Easy And Can Be Used For
Beginners. ? Book Features Include ? ? 15 Different Dinosaurs To Color ? (8.5"x11") Inches Size Suitable For Kids ? Matte Cover
Travel back in time to an age when dinosaurs walked the earth! 3-D Explorer: Dinosaurs takes kids on a spectacular journey through the
prehistoric world, teaching them about the lives of the reptiles that once ruled our planet. 3-D Explorer: Dinosaurs offers kids a window into
the early days of our planet. A fun and interactive 3-D tour, it features stunning pop-up scenes that reveal the lives of the mighty Stegosaurus,
Raptor, Megasaurus, and other fascinating dinosaurs. Unique transparent layers give readers a glimpse of the unusual habitats of these
prehistoric creatures. Kids will discover how dinosaurs evolved from small predators to the largest land animals of all time, and then meet the
fierce reptiles of the oceans and the skies. Imagine a time when the Triceratops walked the earth. When the roar of the Brontosaurus could
be heard for miles. When the Pterosaurs soared through the skies. Millions of years ago, these magnificent creatures roamed the same lands
we now live in. It's a time that now seems impossibly far away in the past--but there are ways to understand what life was like in that
prehistoric era. Covering the Triassic period to the Jurassic period and everything in between, 3-D Explorer: Dinosaurs is packed with eyecatching images and intriguing facts about the daily lives of dinosaurs.

A boy and a mouse take a bumpy sea journey to the majestic expanses of the Antarctic, where they see the sights and
meet new friends.
Let’s explore! Discover the wonders of the rain forests from dazzling blue morpho butterflies in the Amazon Basin to fruit
bats high in the emergent layer in this unique guide featuring five amazing 3-D pop-up scenes. The rain forests are
bursting with life! Covering just 6 percent of the Earth’s surface, rain forests are home to more than 60 percent of all
known animal species. From the riverbed to the treetops, kids can explore the many fascinating layers of the rain forest in
3-D Explorer: Rain Forest. This amazing book gives kids a close-up view of the plants and animals that inhabit the dense
jungles. Filled with engaging facts and spectacular photography, this book also features five dramatic 3-D pop-up scenes
with transparent layers that reveal the secrets of each rain forest zone.
The date is January 11, 1911. A young German paleontologist, accompanied only by a guide, a cook, four camels, and a
couple of camel drivers, reaches the lip of the vast Bahariya Depression after a long trek across the bleak plateau of the
western desert of Egypt. The scientist, Ernst Freiherr Stromer von Reichenbach, hopes to find fossil evidence of early
mammals. In this, he will be disappointed, for the rocks here will prove to be much older than he thinks. They are nearly a
hundred million years old. Stromer is about to learn that he has walked into the age of the dinosaurs. At the bottom of the
Bahariya Depression, Stromer will find the remains of four immense and entirely new dinosaurs, along with dozens of
other unique specimens. But there will be reversals—shipments delayed for years by war, fossils shattered in transit,
stunning personal and professional setbacks. Then, in a single cataclysmic night, all of his work will be destroyed and
Ernst Stromer will slip into history and be forgotten. The date is January 11, 2000—eighty-nine years to the day after
Stromer descended into Bahariya. Another young paleontologist, Ameri-can graduate student Josh Smith, has brought a
team of fellow scientists to Egypt to find Stromer’s dinosaur graveyard and resurrect the German pioneer’s legacy. After
weeks of digging, often under appalling conditions, they fail utterly at rediscovering any of Stromer’s dinosaur species.
Then, just when they are about to declare defeat, Smith’s team discovers a dinosaur of such staggering immensity that it
will stun the world of paleontology and make headlines around the globe. Masterfully weaving together history, science,
and human drama, The Lost Dinosaurs of Egypt is the gripping account of not one but two of the twentieth century’s
great expeditions of discovery.
From head to toe, explore the human body with detailed pop-ups! Take a spectacular 3-D tour through the human body
and discover how each of the body’s systems functions so that we can see, feel, and experience the world around us.
This unique book includes five incredible pop-ups with transparent layers and colorful illustrations that show the inner
workings of the skeletal system, brain, digestive system, respiratory system, and the eyes. Packed with fascinating facts
and pop-ups from head to toe, 3-D Explorer: Human Body is an innovative introduction for children who are interested in
discovering how the body works.
Life-sized pets leap off the page in this thrilling 3-D book. Twenty-eight animal friendsincluding puppies, kittens,
hamsters, pot-bellied pigs, bearded dragons, tarantulas, and morespring to life in eye-popping phantogram 3-D. More
vertical than regular 3-D, phantogram images appear to stand on the page. Fun facts about each pet are included,in
addition to information about their care, feeding, and history.
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